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Eurocodes PLUS

Eurocodes PLUS was created in
2011 to support Civil and Structural
Engineers in the smooth transition
from the withdrawn British Standards
to the Structural Eurocodes. We worked
in close partnership with some of the
world’s leading design and engineering
consultancies to create a user-friendly
and efficient software system that
makes it easier to design and navigate
through Eurocodes for all project sizes.
Eurocodes PLUS is a unique subscription
service offering both the smart tools
and standards content. It includes all the
normatively referenced documents from
the Eurocodes and the 51 UK National
Annexes, enabling your organization
to seamlessly manage the design
process from start to end in one system.
Like Eurocodes, Eurocodes PLUS
continues to evolve to meet the
changing needs of engineers.
New features include a Project tool
that provides a shared space for
your project teams to work more
collaboratively across multiple
locations. Our supporting content
now includes, Summaries of Changes
for amendments and revisions, and
Worked Design Examples to support
newer engineers.

In 2017, we also added the lowrise structural British Standards in
recognition of the importance of the
UK house building market to many
of our customers.
At BSI, we’re passionate about
supporting the construction industry
and providing the latest smart tools
through Eurocodes PLUS to drive
efficiencies and savings throughout
your business, leaving you to focus
on what you do best: designing and
shaping our future skyline.

HELEN MOUNTAIN,
PRODUCT MANAGER, BSI
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An easy and efficient workﬂow tool
This powerful software tool helps your business to:

Reduce workload
Moving from PDFs to digital files makes it easier and quicker to
navigate through documents

Remove complexity
Cross-referenced standards and the UK National Annexes provide
useful guidance in applying Eurocodes

Save time
Eurocodes PLUS’ advanced search tool takes you to relevant
documents in seconds

Minimize risk
Work confidently with the latest version of documents, including
the Summaries of Changes for Eurocodes amendments

All the information you need
There are over 400 documents essential for the design and compliance of
buildings, bridges and much more:
• All 10 Eurocodes
• Test Methods
• Execution Standards
• Geotechnics

• Non-Contradictory Complementary
Information (NCCI)
• UK National Annexes
• Withdrawn British Standards
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Work smarter with Eurocodes

Find documents fast

Share expertise

Search by numbers, ICS Codes, keywords or
construction, material and document type
to find the standards you need in seconds

Annotate documents with your own guide
notes, which can be shared across your
organization or made private

See current and historic standards

Create dynamic documents

Continue to see withdrawn sections in your
searches and dynamic documents, as well
as the current replacement version

Cut and paste documents to create your
own tailored document for specific projects
or repeated work
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Customized documents

Create project folders

Embed links to videos and other external
sources within sections of the Eurocodes
for project work

Set up folders and file together customized
documents, contracts and other related
material for specific projects and team work

Learn from industry experts

Switching to Eurocodes
PLUS is easy

Bring Eurocodes to life with over 200
expert commentaries

We provide one-to-one training and
master classes to simplify the transition
to Eurocodes PLUS
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Why engineers value Eurocodes PLUS
‘Without Eurocodes PLUS, we might
very well have a 3-inch deep layer of
codes documents covering every inch
of our meeting room table.’
John Harrison, Structural Engineer, Reid and Steel

‘With Eurocodes PLUS, the whole
process is simplified... you can also read
expert comments and create your own
notes, making it easy to capture and
share best practice.’
Mike Chrimes, Former Director, Engineering Policy and
Innovation at the Institution of Civil Engineers

‘Eurocodes PLUS is time saving in linking
documents to other documents and
finding your way around it is superb.’
Andy Matthews, Senior Professional Bridge Engineer,
The Engineering Design Group, Devon County Council
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Start working with
Eurocodes PLUS today
The best way to appreciate the advantages and efficiencies
offered by Eurocodes PLUS is to try it yourself.
Contact us now to arrange a free demonstration,
trial or quote.
Visit: bsigroup.com/EurocodesPLUS
Call: +44 345 086 9001
Email: marketing.services@bsigroup.com

Connect with us
@BSI_UK
BSI Construction and Built Environment
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Win more.
Design faster.
Build sooner.

Get in touch
Email: marketing.services@bsigroup.com
Call: +44 345 086 9001
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